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Abstract. Advanced multimedia applications require adequate support
for the modeling of multimedia information but also an adequate database
technology supporting the integrated management, retrieval, delivery,
and even the presentation of such multimedia information. In our Cardio-
OP project within the application domain of cardiac surgery, we are
developing concepts and prototypical implementations of a database
system-driven multimedia repository that gives this comprehensive sup-
port. In the project context, we have been developing the ZYX data model
that meets the speci�c requirements of reusability, interaction, adapta-
tion, and presentation-neutral description of the structure and content
of multimedia documents. For the multimedia repository, hence, we need
to select database system technology for the implementation of the ZYX
model for multimedia documents and | with regard to our future work
| for the retrieval, browsing, delivery, and presentation of the multi-
media documents. In this paper, we present our approach to implement
the ZYX data model for multimedia documents and presentations using
object-relational database technology. Hereby, we exploit the features
and experience the limitations of object-relational database system tech-
nology in comprehensively supporting multimedia applications.

1 Introduction

For an adequate support of multimedia applications not only su�cient support
for modeling of multimedia information is needed but also for retrieving and
delivering and even presenting this information. Multimedia information here
comprises the various types of multimedia data like image, audio, and video,
multimedia documents that represent multimedia presentations, and metadata
associated with data and documents. Data modeling capabilities, consistent and
persistent management of data, e�cient retrieval mechanisms, and reusage of



stored data are features that a database management system (DBMS) can o�er
to support multimedia applications. Taking into account the particular require-
ments of multimedia applications, a database management system must also
o�er support for multimedia information like multimedia documents and mul-
timedia data. Not only e�cient data management, but also data manipulation
functionality is needed for this kind of information. This includes modeling and
exploiting metadata for content-based and context-based retrieval of multimedia
information within the DBMS [SK98]. Another challenging issue in this context
is to provide techniques for continuous media data delivery and presentation
services integrated into a database system in order to achieve really multimedia
capable database system support [BKL96,MKK95].

Background for this work is the project \Gallery of Cardiac Surgery" (Cardio-
OP)1 which aims at the development of a network-based and database-driven
multimedia information system for physicians, medical lecturers, students, and
patients in the domain of cardiac surgery. The overall goal is to develop a sy-
stem that will serve as a common information and education base for its di�erent
types of users in the domain of cardiac surgery. The physicians, medical lectur-
ers, students, and patients are provided with multimedia information composed
according to their context, i.e., their di�erent understanding of the selected sub-
ject, their location and technical infrastructure. Our focus here is the �ne-grained
reusage of multimedia material in di�erent user and application contexts.

Within this project, our group is developing concepts and prototypical im-
plementations of a database-driven multimedia repository. This repository stores
the multimedia information from the application domain, supports its content-
based retrieval, and integrates its delivery and presentation. As the information
system is common to di�erent user groups it will be designed to support exible
reuse of the multimedia material in di�erent user context, with di�erent com-
munication media (on-line, CD-ROM, print media), and at di�erent locations
(university campus, hospitals, at home). To achieve this goal, a suitable data
model for multimedia information that allows for reusage is needed in the �rst
place.

Starting out from the need for a data model supporting modular and context-
dependent composition of multimedia documents, we have analyzed interesting
existing multimedia document models like HyTime [ISO92], MHEG-5 [ISO95],
and SMIL [HBB+98] with respect to the project requirements. As these do not
meet our requirements we have been developing the ZYX data model [BK99]
for multimedia documents. In comparison to existing models it provides more
adequate support for reusability and exible composition, semantic modeling,

1 Cardio-OP - Gallery of Cardiac Surgery - is partially funded by the German Min-
istry of Research and Education, grant number 08C58456. Our project partners
are the University Hospital of Ulm, Dept. of Cardiac Surgery and Dept. of Cardi-
ology, the University Hospital of Heidelberg, Dept. of Cardiac Surgery, an associ-
ated Rehabilitation Hospital, the publishers Barth-Verlag and dpunkt-Verlag, Hei-
delberg, FAW Ulm, and ENTEC GmbH, St. Augustin. For details see also URL
www.informatik.uni-ulm.de/dbis/Cardio-OP/



adaptation and individualization for presentation, and presentation-neutral stor-
age. Hence, support for ZYX multimedia documents must be provided by the
DBMS.

For the design of the project's multimedia repository, we have been investi-
gating DBMS technology for comprehensive support of multimedia applications
especially in the project context. When selecting the DBMS technology most
suitable to o�er this support, we were considering relational, object-oriented,
object-relational, and multimedia database technology. We discuss in this pa-
per why object-relational database technology is our choice and how it can be
exploited for modeling exible multimedia documents.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the di�erent DBMS
technologies with regard to the project's speci�c needs. Section 3 introduces the
reader to our ZYX data model for multimedia documents. Section 4 presents an
object-oriented model for ZYX. Section 5 presents those features of the selected
ORDBMS, the Informix Dynamic Server / Universal Data Option, that allow
for the extension of the DBMS and, hence, the modeling of ZYX documents
in the DBMS schema. Section 6 presents the mapping of the object-oriented
model to the object-relational database schema, the ZYX DataBlade. Section 7
summarizes our practical experiences with the selected ORDBMS. The paper
concludes with a summary and an outlook to ongoing and future work.

2 Evaluation of DBMS technology

When selecting the DBMS technology most suitable to o�er support for the
project requirements mentioned in Section 1, we were considering relational,
object-relational, object-oriented, and multimedia database technology.

With relational database technology we do not �nd su�cient modeling ca-
pabilities for multimedia data [KA97,CC96]. These systems stay with the in-
troduction of untyped Long Fields or Binary Large Objects into the system to
integrate, e.g., audio and video data. They do not o�er built-in modeling fea-
tures for complex data types as they occur with multimedia data. Data delivery
features or even presentation features cannot be found with relational database
systems. The support for multimedia applications is limited to the management
of untyped media data that cannot be exploited for query optimization and
optimized indexing.

Object-oriented DBMS technology on the other hand has often been pro-
posed to be a good approach to model the complexity of multimedia data
[KA97,Paz97]. It allows for the speci�cation and management of arbitrary com-
plex media objects and documents. The multimedia data types, however, are not
built-in data types of the system but modeled in the object-oriented database
schema. Therefore, indexing, querying, and transaction management are not
directed to exploit multimedia speci�c features as the internal structure and
semantics of the multimedia data types are not understood by the OODBMS.
Moreover, object-oriented database systems most often do not o�er a standard-
ized ad-hoc query language allowing for the retrieval of multimedia information.



And scalability of the existing object-oriented database systems is still in ques-
tion.

With the integration of object-oriented approaches into relational DBMS
technology one keeps the well-known features of relational DBMSs but inte-
grates the modeling of extensible, complex data types. Hence, the ORDBMSs
stay with proven features of relational DBMSs and adjust object-oriented fea-
tures to the relational framework. ORDBMS systems stay with the SQL ad-hoc
query language which is extended by constructs that are introduced with the
new data types. The extensibility features of an ORDBMS can be exploited to
introduce multimedia data types into the system. However, when considering
object-relational database technology we must distinguish the extent to which
object-oriented features are introduced to the ORDBMS. For example, IBM's
DB2 [IBM98,Cha98] o�ers only used-de�ned functions but no user-de�ned com-
plex data types. Oracle8 [Ora98,KL97] o�ers no support for inheritance and
user-de�ned indexing techniques. With the Informix Dynamic Server / Univer-
sal Data Option (IDS/UD) [Inf97] we �nd a system that provides a high degree
of extensibility with complex data types, inheritance, user-de�ned routines, and
user-de�ned indexing techniques.

The approaches to integrate multimedia capabilities with DBMS technol-
ogy to build a Multimedia DBMS (MMDBMS) are mainly based on object-
oriented database technology [NBT96,Chu96,SJ96,RNL95]. Some systems ex-
tend the OODBMS's inherent features, others just make use of the under-
lying OODBMS and introduce the MMDBMS features in a speci�c database
schema. The AMOS system [RNL95,RKN96] still appears to be the most ad-
vanced MMDBMS [Paz97]. For instance, AMOS features a new multimedia data
type for audio, integrated in the underlying OODBMS VODAK, so that it is a
built-in multimedia data type that can be used in the system's DML like any
other \simple" data type. It also supports continuous media data delivery inte-
grated with the MMDBMS [MKK95]. As we were involved in the development of
the AMOS system which o�ers comprehensive support for multimedia, we know
that it remains a research prototype though. An OODBMS called Jasmine which
features built-in multimedia data types has been released by Computer Asso-
ciates recently. Jasmine must be considered in future but it still has to receive its
baptism of �re from the market demanding industrial-strength systems. We do
not �nd OODBMS-based systems that o�er su�cient multimedia support and
at the same time are ready for the commercial market. Currently multimedia
support is moving into ORDBMSs whose extensibility features provide a means
for the integration of multimedia capabilities into the DBMS. The commercially
available systems o�er industrial-strength but, as mentioned above, have to be
distinguished carefully by the way and the degree of multimedia support.

The Cardio-OP project | of which results are to be exploited commercially
by the project partners from the publishing domain | requires an industrial-
strength DBMS. Due to performance reasons and query functionality we were in
favour of an ORDBMS. As we think that extensibility of such a system makes
sense only if the extensibility is known and supported by the DBMSs traditional



components like query optimization, indexing, and transaction management we
came to the conclusion that IDS/UD is that out of all commercially available
systems that o�ers su�cient support for creating complex new data types within
the database system's kernel | with all the respective consequences as we will
show in this paper. However, IDS/UD o�ers still no native support of multime-
dia data types within the database system itself but the possibility to extend the
system by new complex data types and user de�ned routines by means of Dat-
aBlades that are insertions into the DBMS's kernel. Hence, the new multimedia
data types are known to the DBMS. To support the di�erent media types there
are already Third-Party and Informix DataBlades available or at least under
development that give a su�cient initial support for multimedia data. Support
of multimedia documents is possible by the use of complex data structures. The
integrated support for multimedia data delivery and presentation is also still
lacking and again part of the necessary extension of the ORDBMS.

3 The ZYX Model

In this section, we introduce the reader to the basic concepts of our ZYX data
model as formally de�ned in [BK99] in order to provide a basic understanding
for the contributions in the subsequent sections.

The ZYX model describes a multimedia document by means of a tree, a
so called speci�cation. The nodes of the speci�cation are the presentation ele-
ments and the edges of the speci�cation, called bindings, bind the presentation
elements together in a hierarchical fashion. Each presentation element has one
binding point with which it can be bound to another presentation element. It
also has one or more variables with which it can bind other presentation ele-
ments to it. Figure 1 illustrates these basic elements of the model in a graphical
representation.
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the basic doc-
ument elements
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Fig. 2. Simple speci�cation with
seq element

Presentation elements are the generic elements of the model. They can be cat-
egorized into fragments, which are reusable building blocks that can range from
mere media elements to whole multimedia documents, and operator elements
that model the temporal, spatial, layout, and interactive semantic relationships



between the elements of a multimedia document. Consider the example in Fig-
ure 2. A temporal operator element, the sequential element seq, binds the media
elements slide1, slide2, and slide3 to its variables v2, v3, and v4. This repre-
sents the semantic relationship of the sequential presentation of the three slides.
With the seq element's binding point this sequential slide presentation can be
bound to another presentation element in a more complex multimedia document
speci�cation.

In the following, we explain the modeling capabilities of our model with
regard to our speci�c requirements of reusability, adaptation, interaction, and
presentation-neutral representation.

3.1 Reusability

Basically, any fragment can be reused. A fragment can be an atomic media
element, which represents media data of a single media type like a video, a
complex media element, which encapsulates a speci�cation in ZYX , or an external
media element, which encapsulates a document speci�ed in an external document
format.

It is possible to reuse complete or partial ZYX speci�cations. In the ZYX
model, not all of the variables of a presentation element must be bound at au-
thoring time. In Figure 2 the variables v1 and v5, e.g., the title and the summary
of the slide presentation, are still unbound. This means that the slide sequence
can later be completed by binding presentation elements to the free variables.
The simple sample speci�cation in Figure 2, hence, forms a \template". This
is an important feature for building fragments that can be reused in di�erent
multimedia documents by binding the free variables di�erently corresponding
to the context. A more complex speci�cation is shown in Figure 3. Here, on
di�erent \levels" of the speci�cation tree variables are left unbound. To make
later reuse easier a speci�cation can be encapsulated by a complex media ele-
ment. This means that a speci�cation appears like a single presentation element
in the speci�cation tree with one binding point and a set of free variables. The
free variables of the encapsulated speci�cation are exported. Figure 3 illustrates
how a complex media element encapsulates a speci�cation. The complex media
element somehow is the black box view to a complex speci�cation.

Analogously, an external media element encapsulates a speci�cation that was
composed in an external document format. This allows for the easy inclusion of
existing documents into our model. What is encapsulated by the external media
element is dependent on the external document format. However, external media
elements should be employed with care as, e.g., each encapsulated format must
be supported by presentation software.

The concepts of free variables and complexmedia elements guarantee reusabil-
ity on the level of presentation fragments. External media elements allow for
document format comprehensive reusability.

Finding a suitable component in a huge collection of reusable components
is a di�cult and time consuming task [Kru92]. In order to support the search
and retrieval of reusable fragments, ZYX allows for the annotation of fragments



with metadata. Metadata is speci�ed in form of key-value pairs which describe
the content and technical characteristics of fragments. Metadata are exploited
for adaptation (see below) and can be used by the repository to support authors
in their search for reusable fragments.
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Another means of reusability is provided by selector elements. Selector ele-
ments are operator elements that determine what, i.e., which part of a fragment,
is presented. They can be used to select a speci�c temporal interval of a fragment
using the temporal-s selector, e.g., a temporal interval of a video (see Figure 3),
or a speci�c rectangular area by the spatial-s selector, e.g., a rectangular area of
an image.

Besides the selector elements, the ZYX data model o�ers projector elements
that inuence the visual and audible layout in a presentation of a fragment.
Projector elements determine how a speci�cation is presented. They determine,
for example, the presentation speed of a video or the spatial position of a video
on the screen. Projectors can only be bound to projector variables. Each pre-
sentation element can have projector variables to which projector elements (and
only projector elements) can be bound. This provides a clear separation between
layout and structure of a fragment. By leaving projector variables unbound and
using the export mechanism of complex media elements (see Figure 3), one can
add di�erent layouts to the same fragment at a later point in time. This allows
for reusability of the same fragment in di�erent presentation contexts.



3.2 Adaptation

Adaptation in the context of the ZYX model means that the multimedia doc-
ument delivered to a user for presentation in response to a user query should
best match the user's interest and the user's system environment collected in a
user pro�le. This pro�le, i.e., metadata described by key-value pairs, captures
characteristics that describe a user, topics of interest, presentation system envi-
ronment, network connection, etc. Likewise, as mentioned above, each fragment
is assigned metadata that describe its content.

The ZYX data model o�ers presentation elements to support adaptation to
a user's pro�le by means of switch elements and the query elements. The switch
elements allow to specify di�erent alternatives for a part of a document. The
alternative best matching the user pro�le is selected. An illustration of the switch
element is given in Figure 4. At the time of presentation, either the left or the
right subtree is presented depending on the type of teaching. A switch element
can be employed if all alternatives are known to the author of the fragment.

However, it might be the case that the alternatives can be determined only at
presentation time. For example, an author wants to determine that at a speci�c
point in a medical presentation a digression to cardiac surgery is to be made
but does not specify which fragments are relevant to this. This can be speci�ed
with a query element. The query is represented by a set of metadata. When the
document is selected for presentation the query element is evaluated and replaced
by the fragment best matching the metadata of the query. An illustration of the
query element is given in Figure 4. The sample query element is the place holder
for the fragment best matching the query with topic cardiac surgery.

3.3 Interaction

The mandatory requirement to support the modeling of interactive multimedia
presentations is met by the data model's interaction elements. The model o�ers
two types of interaction elements, navigational interactive elements and design
interactive elements. Example for a navigational element is the link element that
allows to specify hypertext structure. A menu element supports to interactively
follow one presentation out of a set of presentations paths. The design interactive
elements are the interactive versions of the projector elements. For example, for
the typographic projector that allows to specify font, size, and style of a text,
the interactive typographic projector element speci�es that these settings can be
carried out interactively when the document is presented.

3.4 Presentation-neutral representation

The usage of projectors does not imply that the layout is statically anchored in
the document. As outlined before not all variables of a presentation element must
be bound in the �rst place. They can be bound when the document is selected
for presentation. This is also the point in time when the projector variables of a
document can be bound to a set of projectors. This follows the idea of separating
structure from layout information as can be found with SGML and XML.



4 The Object-Oriented Data Model for ZYX

The previous section has introduced the ZYX multimedia document model as
a means to describe multimedia documents with regard to reuse, interaction,
adaptation to user speci�c needs, and presentation neutral representation. In the
following, we present an object-oriented, DBMS-independent conceptual model
of ZYX using the notation of the Object Modeling Technique (OMT)[RBP+91],
which serves as the basis for the IDS/UD-dependent logical database design.
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Fig. 5. Central classes of the conceptual design (OMT notation)

Figure 5 shows the central classes of the conceptual design. The classes and
associations shown there are explained in the following subsections, advancing
along the central classes Element, Specification, Operator, and Fragment.

4.1 Element

The class Element is the base class of the conceptual design. Every presenta-
tion element of the ZYX model is represented by a class which is derived from
Element. Element de�nes attributes which allow for the unique identi�cation of
a presentation element. As explained in Section 3, variables and projector vari-
ables { modeled by Variable { can belong to a presentation element. This is
modeled by the association exports. The cardinality of this association is (m : n)
because a variable can belong to several presentation elements. This happens if
an unbound variable of a presentation element is exported by a complex me-
dia element encapsulating that presentation element. In this case that variable
belongs to both the presentation element and the complex media element.



The association class Export is introduced to de�ne an order on a presenta-
tion element's variables. Such an order is desirable to allow for selectively ad-
dressing the single variables and projector variables of a presentation element. In
conjunction with the association imported from the class Export is also used
to specify from which presentation element an exported unbound variable or
projector variable of a complex media element originates.

4.2 Speci�cation

The class Specificationmodels ZYX speci�cations. The presentation elements
used in such a speci�cation and the bindings between them are modeled by ag-
gregation of the classes Instance and Binding respectively. A direct aggregation
of Element in Specification is not su�cient because one presentation element
can occur several times in the same speci�cation and each of these occurrences
must be distinguishable from each other. Thus, Instancemodels the occurrence
of a presentation element in a speci�cation. A binding between the binding point
of an instance of a presentation element and a variable associated with another
presentation element which occurs in the same speci�cation is modeled by the
associations in which Binding participates.

4.3 Operator

The ZYX model divides presentation elements into operator elements and frag-
ments. For each of these groups of presentation elements an abstract base class
is de�ned. The class Operator forms the base class of the operator elements. For
each operator element of the ZYX model a class is de�ned that is derived from
Operator. This class has to de�ne attributes speci�c to the operator element's
parameters. For example, the class Par models the par operator element and
de�nes the attributes LipSync and Finish.

4.4 Fragment

The class Fragment is the abstract base class of the fragments of the ZYX doc-
ument model. As shown in Section 3, metadata organized by means of key-
value pairs can be associated with fragments. This is modeled by the class
Metainformation which represents key-value pairs. Fragment further de�nes
means to name and describe a reusable fragment. Atomic media elements are
represented by the class AtomicMediaElement. This class de�nes attributes to
reference the media data encapsulated by an atomic media element and to de-
scribe the kind and format of the media data. The media data itself is not
represented in the conceptual design. Hence, it does not matter where media
data is stored. It can be stored in the database, in a �le system, on a web server,
or even in a remote database. This allows for an easy integration with a media
server in future.



The class ComplexMediaElementmodels the complex media elements of ZYX.
A complex media element encapsulates a ZYX speci�cation. This is reected in
the aggregation encapsulates.

Finally, the class ExternalMediaElement models external media elements.
Like AtomicMediaElement the class ExternalMediaElement de�nes means to
specify the storage location of the external speci�cation and to describe its for-
mat. As outlined in Section 3, the integration of external media elements in a
ZYX speci�cation depends on the external document format. Thus, for each sup-
ported document format a subclass of ExternalMediaElement has to be de�ned.
At the moment, we support external fragments speci�ed in SMIL modeled using
the class SMILElement. A SMIL element can de�ne so called variable connec-
tions which connect link targets of SMIL links to ZYX variables. If a SMIL link
is activated during the presentation of a SMIL element and its link target is con-
nected to a ZYX variable, the presentation element bound to the ZYX variable
is presented. This is modeled by the class VariableConnection.

5 Features of IDS/UD

So far, we have performed a DBMS-independent object-oriented modeling of
the ZYX model. In this section, we introduce the Informix Dynamic Server /
Universal Data Option together with its advanced data modeling and extension
concepts which we want to make use of during the logical database design phase
described in Section 6.

IDS/UD is a so-called object-relational DBMS. Compared to a relational
DBMS, IDS/UD includes object-oriented concepts and means to extend the
DBMS with user-de�ned functionality. The most important extensions are pre-
sented in the following subsections.

5.1 Extended Data Types

In addition to the built-in atomic data types, like INTEGER, DATE, and VARCHAR,
IDS/UD allows for the de�nition of so called extended data types. Four di�erent
kinds of extended data types can be distinguished: collection data types, distinct
data types, row data types, and opaque data types.

A collection data type collects elements of the same data type in a group.
Such a group can be a set, list, or a multiset. A distinct data type is basically
an alias for a source data type and has the same storage representation but it is
distinguished from the source data type by its name and cannot be substituted
for the source data type without explicit type casting.

A row data type is a complex type which contains a group of data �elds.
Thus, a row data type closely resembles a record or structure in a programming
language. A row data type can be named, called named row type (NRT), or
unnamed, called unnamed row type (URT). An NRT has a unique name by
which it can be globally identi�ed while an instance of an URT corresponds



to a nameless tuple. NRTs can be associated with each other in a supertype-
subtype relationship. A subtype inherits all data �elds of its supertype and can
de�ne additional data �elds. An instance of the subtype can be used anywhere an
instance of the supertype is expected. Such a relationship is a kind of intensional
specialization.

Finally, an opaque data type is a fundamental atomic data type. An opaque
data type cannot be interpreted directly or subdivided into further components
by the DBMS. An opaque data type is de�ned by a C structure. In order to
meaningfully access an instance of an opaque data type, access routines must be
de�ned, for example to write or read �elds of the C structure or to compare two
instances of the opaque data type.

5.2 Typed Tables

A typed table is a database table that has an NRT associated with it. For each
data �eld of the NRT, a typed table de�nes a column of the same name and
type. Analogously to the intensional specialization of NRTs, typed tables can
be associated with each other to form a subtable-supertable relationship called
extensional specialization. This is possible if the NRT associated with a subtable
is a subtype of the NRT associated with its supertable. The e�ects of a subtable-
supertable relationship are the following: The scope of a SELECT statement on
typed table t automatically includes all of its subtables if not explicitly prohibited
by the ONLY keyword. Result tuples of any subtable are reduced to the columns
of t. Likewise, the scope of DELETE or UPDATE statements on t includes all of its
subtables if not explicitly prohibited.

5.3 Routines

The functionality of IDS/UD can be extended by de�ning server-based routines.
Such a routine resembles procedures or functions of imperative programming
languages. Parameters of any data type can be passed to routines and a routine
can return data of any type. At the moment, it is possible to implement routines
using C and the DataBlade API or the Informix Stored Procedure Language
(SPL). A routine written in SPL is compiled by the DBMS to an intermediate
format and stored at the server. Whenever the routine is invoked the DBMS
retrieves and interprets the intermediate format. C routines are the only way
to implement access routines for opaque data types. The C code of a routine
is compiled using an ordinary C compiler and linked into a shared library. The
path where this library is stored is registered at the DBMS. If the routine is
invoked the DBMS loads the shared library and executes the routine. As the
routine is executed in the address space of the DBMS this allows for a high
execution speed but also for a misbehaving routine to crash the whole DBMS.

5.4 DataBlade Modules

ADataBlade module is a mean to exibly extend the functionality of the IDS/UD
at runtime. A DataBlade module collects database objects to forge an exten-



sion unit which can be installed (registered) and uninstalled (de-registered) in
a database during operation of IDS/UD. Among the database objects that can
be collected in a DataBlade module are: extended data types, routines, tables,
indices, and error codes.

Informix o�ers extensive tool support for the creation and registration of
DataBlade modules. BladeSmith allows to de�ne the database objects included
in a DataBlade module using a graphical user interface. From these de�nitions
BladeSmith generates SQL scripts for registration and de-registration of the
DataBlade module. The tool BladeManager visually handles the registration
and de-registration of DataBlade modules in a database without interrupting
the operation of the DBMS.

6 DataBlade Design

This section describes in detail our experiences with the mapping of the object-
oriented model to the object-relational database schema of the IDS/UD, the
implementation, stability, and extensibility of the solution.

So far, we have sketched the conceptual design of a database capable of man-
aging ZYX documents and fragments in Section 4. Moreover, we have introduced
the most important features IDS/UD o�ers in excess of relational technology in
Section 5. Due to the exibility of DataBlade modules we are now concerned with
the exploitation of these features to map the conceptual design onto a logical
design for a ZYX DataBlade module. In the following, we explain the mapping
of the classes and associations of the conceptual design and the de�nition of
routines.

6.1 Mapping of Classes to the Logical Design

Basically, opaque data types and named row types are suited to model classes
of the conceptual design as both represent record-like structures. In order to
decide between these two options we should consider that an opaque data type
encapsulates its structure in a very strict way. In order to allow the DBMS access
to any of its data �elds access routines must be implemented. This results in a
high implementation e�ort. Moreover, this can lead to performance problems if
access to the data �elds of opaque types occurs frequently because each access
results in a routine call. However, in the case of the ZYX database, frequent
access to attributes of classes is very likely. In contrast to opaque data types,
named row types allow for direct access to their data �elds by the DBMS itself.

Furthermore, the conceptual design includes a quite complex specialization
hierarchy. While it is not possible to directly model specialization with opaque
data types NRTs support the de�nition of intensional specialization relation-
ships. In conjunction with typed tables extensional specialization can be modeled
as well.

Regarding these facts, we have decided to use NRTs and typed tables as the
means to directly map the classes of the conceptual database design onto the
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Fig. 6. Central logical design of the IDS/UD schema

logical design. Every class of the conceptual design is represented by an NRT
bearing the same name as the class (see Figure 6). In addition to that, most
named row types are associated with a typed table.

6.2 Mapping of Associations to the Logical Design

In the previous subsection, we have explained how the classes of the conceptual
design are mapped to NRTs and typed tables of IDS/UD that form the logical
design. In this subsection, we are concerned with the mapping of the associations
of the conceptual onto the logical design. As IDS/UD o�ers no direct support
for the modeling of associations, these have to be simulated by the use of data
�elds or additional tables.

For IDS/UD is an extended relational DBMS, associations of course can be
modeled as in traditional relational DBMS. In particular, (1 : n)- and (1 : n)-
associations can be mapped to additional data �elds that act as foreign keys
while a (m : n)-association can be mapped to an additional table containing
two foreign keys, each one identifying an instance of the NRT which takes
part in this association. During the logical design step of the ZYX DataBlade,
we have followed this traditional relational approach when modeling bidirec-
tional associations. Examples for such associations (see Figure 5) are the (1 :n)-
association between Element and Instance and the (1 : 1)-aggregation between
ComplexMediaElement and Instance.



As already explained in Section 5, IDS/UD features collection data types.
These can be used to model associations as well. An association is mapped to
a collection typed data �eld of an NRT which takes part in that association.
Considering an instance i of that NRT, the collection typed data �eld contains
all those instances of the NRT forming the other end of the association that
are associated to i. The advantage of using collection data types over traditional
relational modeling of associations is that a join is not needed to follow an associ-
ation. However, due to the lack of a reference data type in IDS/UD, the elements
of a collection-typed data �eld are stored in the data �eld and not in a separate
table. Hence, this kind of association modeling is suited for unidirectional asso-
ciations only. An example for such an association is the (1 : n)-aggregation be-
tween Fragment and Metainformation which is modeled by an additional data
�eld Metainformation of type setfMetainformation not nullg in Fragment.
Figure 6 summarizes the modeling of the associations of the conceptual design.

6.3 De�nition of Routines

As mentioned above, IDS/UD allows for the de�nition of server-based routines.
This subsection explores how this ability of IDS/UD can be favourably used in
the design of the ZYX DataBlade. The de�nition of routines is motivated by sev-
eral reasons. First of all, the logical design developed in the previous subsections
is quite large. This means that even standard tasks prove to be complex. For
example, in order to create a presentation element, an instance of the appropri-
ate named row type has to be created. Then, for each variable associated with
the presentation element, an instance of the NRT Variable must be created.
Furthermore, for each of these variables an instance of the NRT Export must be
constructed and inserted into the list of exported variables of the presentation
element. The creation of a complex media element is even more di�cult be-
cause its list of exported variables is not known in advance but rather calculated
from the unbound variables of the encapsulated speci�cation. The de�nition of
routines that handle the creation of presentation elements can signi�cantly re-
duce the complexity and error-proneness of this task. Other reasons to de�ne
routines are introduced by the ZYX model itself. There are some presentation
elements which have been de�ned with a server-based implementation in mind.
For instance, the query operator element models server-based adaptation. Thus,
it is reasonable to de�ne a routine providing this kind of adaptation. Moreover,
the ZYX model has been de�ned to allow for a presentation-neutral description
of documents. With such a description it is possible to convert a document to
other document formats like SMIL or MHEG-5. The conversion functionality
can be implemented using server-based routines, too. Finally, the architecture
of a multimedia database system as proposed by [KA97,BKL96] calls for the
integration of the presentation and playout of media content in the DBMS itself.
As Cardio-OP evolves, we will evaluate how server-based routines can be used
to contribute to this integration.

The routines developed in our project so far can roughly be divided into three
groups: construction/ destruction of presentation elements and speci�cations,



navigation through speci�cations, and conversion to external document formats.
In the following, these groups are described in more detail.

Construction/ Destruction. Basically, routines that support the creation
or deletion of presentation elements, and the construction or modi�cation of
speci�cations belong to this group. For each presentation element of the ZYX
document model a construction routine is provided. Parameters speci�c to an
presentation element are passed as arguments to its construction routine. For
example, the routine createPar creates a par operator element in the database
including all variables. As presentation element speci�c parameters, createPar
takes the arguments LipSync and Finish.

The user-de�ned routines createInstance, addInstance, bindVariable,
and bindProjVariable can be employed to create ZYX speci�cations while the
routines deleteElement and deleteInstance serve to delete a speci�c presen-
tation element or an instance of a presentation element from the database.

Navigation. Routines that allow to navigate through a speci�cation fall into
this category. For instance, the routine getRoot retrieves the root instance of
a speci�cation. Using the routines followVariable and followProjVariable

one can follow a binding of variable or a projector variable to another instance
of a presentation element in a speci�cation.

A navigation routine in a broader sense is query. Given an instance of a
query operator element this routine retrieves the best matching fragment from
the database according to the metadata speci�ed by the query operator element.

Conversion. The last group of routines is concerned with the conversion of ZYX
documents to external document formats. So far, a routine named exportXML

has been realized to provide an export facility to an XML-based [BPSM98]
representation of ZYX documents that will be used by viewer software currently
under development. A similar export facility to the SMIL multimedia document
format is under development.

7 Experiences

This section deals with the practical experiences we gained during the implemen-
tation of the logical design of the ZYX DataBlade module. The implementation
involved two major steps. First, the database schema including all NRTs, typed
tables, and routine signatures was de�ned using the tool BladeSmith. In the
second step, we implemented the routine bodies using the language C.

From the experiences we made during the �rst step we can safely, say that
BladeSmith signi�cantly reduces the complexity of creating DataBlades. Data-
Blade developers are relieved to a great extent of the burden of manually de�ning
registration and de-registration scripts in SQL which is a complex and error-
prone task. Not only the creation and deletion of the database objects included



in a DataBlade has to be speci�ed but also the dependencies among these. How-
ever, during the development process, we encountered some situations in which
BladeSmith2 did not generate correct registration and de-registration scripts. In
particular, BladeSmith has got di�culties in correctly ordering the de�nitions of
named row types. At several points in the registration script, named row types
which have not been de�ned yet are used in the de�nition of other data types.
Furthermore, BladeSmith generates wrong SQL syntax when faced with NRTs
that have a supertype but do not de�ne additional data �elds. Thus, we had
to manually modify the generated SQL scripts. Because it is not possible to
incorporate these modi�cations back into BladeSmith, iterative development is
di�cult to perform. The problems with BladeSmith do not seem to be unsolv-
able, however, so future versions of BladeSmith are likely to �x them.

From the second phase, we have learned that the e�orts needed to implement
C routines for use with DataBlades should not be underestimated for several
reasons. As already mentioned, the DataBlade API o�ers access to IDS/UD at
a very low semantical level. On the one hand, this low semantical level allows
to control many aspects of IDS/UD. As an overview, this API o�ers support for
querying, the smart handling of large objects, the de�nition of custom secondary
access methods, �le handling, thread handling, collection data type handling,
exception handling, callbacks, and memory management. On the other hand,
due the low semantical level even routines performing simple tasks grow large.
Moreover, it is possible for routines to crash the DBMS. Thus, extra care must
be taken to test and validate them.

Summarizing, we can say that though IDS/UD still needs some improvement
in terms of tool and debugging support it is well-suited to model complex data
structures as given in most multimedia applications. From the fact that the
DataBlade API allows to control many low-level aspects of IDS/UD, we are
con�dent that we can extend IDS/UD by support for e�cient content-based
retrieval, delivery, and presentation of multimedia information.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

Starting out with the requirements of the Cardio-OP project, which calls for the
support of reusability, adaptation, and presentation-neutral description of the
structure and content of multimedia documents, we �rst introduced the overall
project idea.

With the needs for managing, retrieving, and delivering multimedia data
and the multimedia documents we discussed the options of selecting suitable
database system technology. We presented an introduction to the ZYX multime-
dia document model that meets the project speci�c requirements. As we come
to the conclusion that we will follow an object-relational approach, we presented
the speci�c modeling features of the selected object-relational database system
Informix Dynamic Server / Universal Data Option. We presented the mapping of
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the object-oriented conceptual model of the ZYX model to the object-relational
database schema exploiting the speci�c modeling features of the ORDBMS.

We described the experiences we gained during the implementation of the
ZYX model as a DataBlade module of the object-relational database system
IDS/UD under Sun Solaris, following the architectural framework initially pre-
sented in [KA97,BKL96]. Due to the fact that we can describe the ZYX model
in terms of an XML DTD, we could also think about storing ZYX documents in
an SGML/XML-capable database system in the future, following the approach
taken in [BAK97].

Ongoing and future work includes the identi�cation and realization of pos-
sible optimizations of the implementation of the ZYX DataBlade and the inte-
gration of content-based retrieval, delivery of continuous media data and inter-
active, adaptive presentation of ZYX documents. Currently, we are working on a
generic Java-based presentation engine for ZYX documents supporting continu-
ous MPEG video delivery based on an extension of the L/MRP bu�er manage-
ment technique [MKK95]. Further work is needed to extend the representation of
metadata, its usage for querying the Cardio-OP repository taking into account
the various approaches discussed in, e.g., [SK98], and to exploit appropriate in-
dexing techniques. We also work on the exible, on-the-y composition of mul-
timedia fragments in order to create individualized multimedia documents, and
for the realization of adaptation and personalization of multimedia presentations
depending on the user environment speci�ed by means of user pro�les.
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